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In Angelâ€™s final television season, his world ended... but his story didnâ€™t. Picking up where

Season Five of the fan-favorite TV show left off, this first collection looks at who lived after that

climactic battle, who died, and what happened to all of Los Angeles in its wake.
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The series finale of Angel was the most brilliant episode of television I've ever seen. It was just a

poignant, sad, and epic send-off to the characters I'd been following for so many years. It ended in

the middle of a fight, because the point was that Angel would always be fighting to make things

right. It was the perfect way to end the show. So needless to say, I wanted more. I mean, it's

"Angel." When the day came that "Angel: After the Fall #1" was released, I held it in my hand for a

second and realized that I would probably be disappointed. How could this book live up to my

expectations. So again, needless to say... it didn't. It exceeded them.Brian Lynch understands the

story and world of Angel in a way that only we passionate few--the fans--do. He takes what was

great about Season Five and continues it, starting us off with an Angel who is broken and half the

man he was, but still--as always--trying to make things right. The environment is different, because

LA has been sent to Hell. Angel's situation is different, because... well, you'll have to read that to

find out, because it's one of many revelations that will shock you with just how ballsy Joss and Brian

are... because they take it to THAT level.These are literally the best comics I've ever read. The story

is clear, so large scale, and really tugs hard at the heartstrings. The art is stylized but always



beautiful. Artist Franco Urru is great with character moments and facial expressions, but his true

appeal is in his action sequences, which bust with life. I've read these five issues about fifteen times

each. So last night, when I sat down to read them in the hardcover collection format, I thought I'd

just read the first issue and falls asleep.

Reason for Reading: I love "Angel" to the nth degree!Comments: I usually start my reviews with a

brief summary but I can't with this book which picks up some time after the fight at the end of

Season 5 of the television series Angel. The show ended with the end of the world and "the gang"

taking on an epic battle against a horde of demons, including a dragon, which the viewer would

assume continued until the bitter end. Well things are not exactly as they seem and the first five

comics gathered here contain shocker after shocker about pretty much everything, especially about

each individual member of the cast. And everybody is present and accounted for, except of course

for dear Cordy. But we do have the return of three characters who had limited story lines in the

show Groosalugg (from Pylea), Nina (the werewolf girl) and Gwen (the electricity girl).This is a

perfect continuation of Angel. I am completely satisfied with the direction that has been taken. The

characters retain their sense of voice from the show. You can hear the actor's voices in your head,

the humour and sarcasm, plus the interaction between the various characters is all perfect. The

artwork is delicious. It is aptly dark and broody but the use of colour has been wisely placed to make

a stunning book to just look at.My book doesn't have a rating on it but I'd assume the comics were

rated Teen. There is the typical violence of the TV show, that is the slaying of demons and beasts,

nothing that would deserve a Mature rating. There are a few bits of language that wouldn't have

made the show but nothing terribly profane or frequent.
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